January 27 - February 2

FLOOD OF EWC STUDENTS coming during next few days for 2nd semester...104 Asians, 3 Pacific Islanders, and 9 Americans expected. May fall short of total though, since all not yet equipped with visa or place to leave wife and children. Housing arrangements completed without displacement of any students.....using "A" House, Johnson Hall, and off-campus housing.

February 2 - 10

FOREIGN STUDENT ADVISER Sumi McCabe and Ass't. Miyoko Nakagami completing orientation plans for EWC newcomers.....get-acquainted tours of campus and Moilili, plus how-to-do-it lecture series, i.e., How to study, take exams, lecture to an American audience, date, etcetera...topped off with round-the-island motorcade and dinners in private homes.

February 5 - May 6

TWENTY-ONE ASIAN SCHOOL officials from 11 countries due at EWC next week for 3-month seminar directed by Dr. Ronald Anderson, Asian Studies Program Director. Concentration will be on problems of school administration. Last thirty days, seminar moves to mainland. This is fifth State-Dept. subsidized seminar conducted by University of Hawaii. Other four involved student leaders, journalists, women civic leaders, and school curriculum officials.

February 7 - 14

ADMINISTRATIVE VEEP WILLIAM WACHTER departs February 7 for D.C. to confer with Saxton Bradford, Deputy Director, State Dept. Bureau of Education & Cultural Affairs.....whose budget includes EWC budget. Wachter reports on EWC progress and $9,693,000 budget request.
February 27 - March 1

"EDUCATION FOR MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING: 1961" themes three-day national consultive meeting called by UH President Laurence H. Snyder to present Center to representatives of important foundations, educational organizations, government agencies and businessmen from mainland. Another purpose...to draft plans for International Consultive Meeting and for EWC Advisory Boards. UH regents and EWC Advisory Committee will attend...also selected individuals from local community. Agenda and Arrangements Committee named by Pres. Snyder: Dr. Dai Ho Chun, Prof. Charles Engman, Dr. Y. Baron Goto, Dr. Norman Meller, Dr. Gregg M. Sinclair, Dr. John Stalker, and Prof. Murray Turnbull.

March 5 - 8

CENTER'S EFFORT TO REACH "mainland audience" receives another big boost. Murray Turnbull, EWC Interim Director, to reach 1500 top educators on mainland March 5 when he presents program of EWC at National Conference on Higher Education (NEA) in Chicago. Also officially representing UH will be Acting Director, American Studies Institute Charles S. Böüslog and Hubert V. Evenly, Dean of College of Education.

March 17 - 18

PROF. TURNBULL will continue with EWC business on mainland, attending conference in D.C. related to EWC Study Tours. Mouthful label of this one is: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL IN NON-EUROPEAN AREAS AND FOR NON-EUROPEAN STUDENTS!

EWC APPOINTMENTS

ALL EWC STAFF POSITIONS finally filled, reports Murray Turnbull, altho on temporary basis.

NORMAN MELLER is Acting Deputy Director. Former Director, Legislative Reference Bureau and a man of many degrees...most recent, a Ph.D., 1955, Chicago U. Husband of Terza, father of Norman Douglas and Prof. of Gov't. His big task:...to set up sound administrative procedures for operation of Center.

LEONARD D. TUTHILL is Acting Dean, EWC International College. A Kansan with an Iowa State Ph.D. (1941), wife Shirley, 4 children, and long and varied service to UH. Formerly Acting Dean of Faculties and Asst. Dean of Graduate School and Dir. of Research.(Prof. of Ent.)
MINORU SHINODA is Acting Director, EWC Translation Bureau. An Historian...1957 Ph.D. from Columbia...husband of Emiko, father of 3...well acquainted from personal experience with problems of translation. (Asst. Prof. of Hist.)

YOU MAY NOT KNOW THAT....

CONCENTRATED TWO-MONTH attempt to reach American students with EWC scholarship information paid off. Since Christmas, EWC literally overwhelmed with queries from U.S. students from NYC to L.A., from Boston to Florida....up to 100 queries in work-week, peaking at 26 a day. Small number of awards due to inability of caliber student EWC seeks to extricate self mid-year from previous study commitments. Full quota will be taken for Sept. '61 start.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN EWC continues. Many citizens including EWC students in their family fun. Organizations hosting students....asking them to talk about their countries....Indian student Sushil Pathak lectured at schools on Big Island and Maui. Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Assn. to give proceeds of style show at Royal Feb. 12 to EWC. News media continue to give EWC excellent coverage...plus an insistence by some on helping University select EWC director!

EWC INFORMATION LEAFLET, revised and reprinted, now available in quantities. Call EWC Public Relations Officer at 992051, Ext. 472.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL interest in EWC expressed by many publications such as THE REPORTER, WALL STREET JOURNAL, WASHINGTON STAR, MADEMOISELLE, CORONET, INFO (Japan), SATURDAY REVIEW, ASIAN STUDENT, ORIENT OCCIDENT (Unesco), U. S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, KONNICHI NO RYUKYU (Okinawa), SEEN (Taiwan), TORONTO GLOBE AND MAIL (Canada), and others.

AN OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO EWC "mutual understanding" concept just made by linguist Dong Jae Lee, EWC scholarship student from Seoul. Has volunteered his services to Honolulu's reactivated Korean Language School as teacher of Korean twice weekly at night. He's studying "Teaching of English as a Foreign Language" at UH.
SPEAKING OF FIGURES, Bette Bao, an assistant to EWC Director, presents some interesting ones re EWC scholarship awards for 1960-61. Total to date...107 for Asia and Pacific and 9 U.S. Largest representation...Japan (20), India (17), Philippines (16), and Taiwan (15). Favorite fields of study...Teaching English as a Foreign Language (13); History (9), Botany (8), and Government (8). By sexes...29 women; 87 men. Bette finely defines EWC scholarship student as an "applicant," "awardee," "acceptee," and "coming"...depending on status of negotiations.

DISTINGUISHED BIBLIOGRAPHER and Librarian Dr. G. Raymond Nunn, head of Michigan U.'s Asian Library, at EWC as special consultant. His problem: How to enlarge UH library holdings on Asia and Pacific areas to meet anticipated needs of EWC scholars and students.

TWO SENIOR SCHOLAR grants for EWC announced...Franklin L. Ho, Prof. Emeritus, Columbia U., Ph.D., Yale...specialist in Asian Economics; and Charles F. Remer, Prof. Emeritus, U. of Mich., Ph.D. Harvard...specialist in international economics.
EAST-WEST CENTER SCHOLARSHIP STUDENTS

CAMBODIA
Kien Huy Ung
Naranhkiri Tith
Chhom Reak Thong

CEYLON
Reginald L. Rajapakse
Camillus Silva

FIJI
James Michael Anthony
James Surendia Jagai
Manu T. Taunsolo

INDIA
Hanasoge Subbarao Ramanna
Balasahib Ganpatrao Shinde
Pratap Vasantrao Rangnekar
Parimal Choudhury
Manoah Gnanaprasam
Dandapani Subramania
Kirtidev D. Desai
Ishwer Chandra Ojha
Shah Wali Khan
Sushil Madhava Pathak
Diwaker Prasad Singh
Sanat Kumar Sen
Krishnaswamy Mythili
Zeyauddin Ahmad
Sarit Kumar Rana
Ganta Gopal Reddy

INDONESIA
Robert Gouw
Gustaaf A. W. Kairupan
Matse Perbatasein
Aramdhy Patia Siregar
Mildred Comay Engelen
Sylvia Charmaine Engelen
Ning Susiati Sastrododmodjo
Setijati Notoatmodjo
Rastini Rasi

JAPAN
Takashi Yoshikuni
Akitaka Hirata
Ryuji Arai
Toshihiko Tohno
Tetsu Nakatsukasa
Toshihiki Toura
Yoshio Kawashima
Yukinori Ito
Yoshinori Ohfuji

JAPAN (cont'd)
Masatoshi Ono
Kazuo Kobayashi
Susumu Nagara
Mitsuo Hashimoto
Kunio Okuda
Shiro Okumura
Yoichi Kitaichi
Reiko Mochinaga

KOREA
Dong Jae Lee
Han Ki-shik
Chin Sae Jhun

LAOS
Ouphat Keorathansarongsay
Svay Vilay
Ouphet Souvannavong
Linthong Noinala

NEPAL
Shanta Palpa Pradham
Saraswati Shrestha
Shanker Prasad Chapagain

PAKISTAN
Mohammed Ghazanfar Shaikh
Abdul Qavi Zia
Hazia Yaqub

PHILIPPINES
Bernardino Cagaun, Jr.
Constante A. Luna
Paz F. Chu
Diosdado R. Asuncion
Lourdes Magdamo
Felipe de Guzman
Pedro Aciero
Lucila Espiritu
Juan Sison
Evelina Politico
Isabelo Alcuerdo
Micanor Fernandez
Zenaida Portacio
Ethel Alikpala
Zeanida Estrada
Cesar Hidalgo
Taiwan
- Liu Mao-lin
- Lin Chin-shin
- Nora King-lang Chen
- Lorraine Ming-ching Yuan
- Wang Shu-hwai
- Wu Ta-cheng
- Fu Wei-hsun
- Kun-huang Houng
- Chang Wang-lai
- Chun-hsing Chang
- Wen-kuang Liaw
- Lai Ming-tan
- Ta-cheng Hsu
- Lin Ming-han
- Lu Chiung-yau

U.S.A.
- Lorraine Jablonski
- Frank Scotton
- George Bergstrom
- Hildagarde Verploegen
- Robert Langlois
- Jean Chang
- Arthur Sheldon Whitney
- Theodore Woodin
- Lynne Kaelber

Thailand
- Tiamjai Kamkris
- Achara Damrongtam
- Virabhan Buathong
- Samut Senchaowanich
- Manas Chitakasem
- Urai Chiravatanapong

Subject to change